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The submission of the Budget proposal for 2023 with an average value of BRL 405 for Auxílio Brasil, less than the current minimum BRL 600,
opens. wide the degree of exposure to which already vulnerable families are subjected and who depend on the program to survive. It will be the
fourth year in a row of uncertainties about the amount available for buying food and paying bills. Since 2020, with the beginning of the Covid-19
pandemic, low-income Brazilian families have been living on a “roller coaster of poverty”, as researchers Marcelo Neri and Marcos Hecksher
classified in a work published by FGV Social. “The problem with these fluctuations is the low capacity of the poorest to deal with them, generating
extreme states of unmet needs”, say the researchers, citing the low access of these families to emergency sources of resources, such as
credit. The comings and goings of the government in recent years on aid: Em april 2020 , shortly after the beginning of the health emergency,
Congress approved an emergency aid of R$ 600 for three months, then extended for another two months, until August. From September the
amount was reduced to R$ 300 per month. No end of 2020 despite warnings from experts about the continuity of the economic and social
effects of the pandemic, emergency aid came to an end without the government making efforts to renew it. Emergency aid payments were only
resumed in april 2021 , after the approval of a PEC by Congress authorizing spending outside the spending ceiling. The amount was reduced to
R$150 to R$375, depending on family composition. Initially, four installments were planned, later extended for another three months. Em
november 2021 , the government began paying Auxílio Brasil (the new Bolsa Família), with an average initial benefit of BRL 224 – less than
Bolsonaro''s BRL 400 pledge at the time. The main impediment to the government''s plans was the need to have a new source of revenue to
fund the permanent increase in spending. Em december 2021 , the president edited an MP (provisional measure) implementing an extraordinary
installment, in the amount necessary to reach the floor of R$ 400, which would last until the end of this year. Later, this portion was converted into
permanent, thanks to a loophole created in the Constitution for the expansion of spending in 2022. With the elections approaching and the
increase in food and fuel prices, Bolsonaro sponsored another PEC, which again increased the value of the social benefit to R$ 600 from august
2022 , but with a limited duration to the end of this year. It is not yet known where the money will come from to fund the maintenance of this
amount for beneficiaries of Auxílio Brasil from 2023. your subscription can be worth even more Do you already know the advantages of being a
Folha subscriber? In addition to having access to reports and columns, you have exclusive newsletters (find out here). You can also download
our free app from the Apple Store or Google Play to receive alerts on the top news of the day. Your subscription helps us to do independent and
quality journalism. Thanks! your subscription is worth a lot More than 180 reports and analyzes published each day. A team of more than 200
columnists and bloggers. A professional journalism that supervises the public power, conveys useful and inspiring news, counterpoints the
intolerance of social networks and draws a clear line between truth and lie. How much does it cost to help produce this content? SUBSCRIBE
FOR BRL 1.90 IN THE 1st MONTH
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